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Introduction
This module aims to ease Kwanko Sales tracking setup for a Magento 2 webshop.
This includes sales tracking and PartnerTag activation setup.

A Kwanko advertiser account is mandatory before installing and configuring the
module. So please register first through our Kwanko website.

1. Module features

Sales tracking
Kwanko Sales tracking technology allows you to identify the affiliate websites
from your Kwanko publisher Network that generate sales in order to pay them.

Once the module is installed, sales generated by your Kwanko publisher network
will be tracked and displayed in your Kwanko advertiser account through our
embedded javascript tracking library.

This is done in two steps :
1. activation on the checkout index page (before payment)
2. activation on the checkout success page (after payment) in order to

confirm the sale and forward more information about the order to Kwanko :
○ order number
○ order amount
○ potential voucher code used

Both calls target either our generic tracking domain (action.metaffiliation.com) or
a client specific first party tracking domain provided by Kwanko.

PartnerTag
The Partnertag is the Kwanko Container tag that activates the pixels of “partner”
(affiliate) websites and allows you to access a wider and more varied network of
publishers. This will allow you to optimize your campaign and boost your sales.
This technology does not use cookies, and does not track users.
It is compatible with CMP (see item 2 about Consent).

When activated in the module, your publisher Partners set up form the Kwanko
platform will be triggered from the following pages :

● Homepage
● Product page
● Category page
● Basket page
● Checkout success page
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2. Consent handling
In accordance with the laws and countries that require consent, our tracking
must be set up to comply with these requirements. It is your responsibility to find
out about the law in your country and to comply with it.

If your site is subject to such a law, it is necessary for you to provide us with the
user's choice of consent (positive or negative).

Our tools can automatically interact with IAB TCF v1/v2 compliant CMPs, as well as
non-IAB OneTrust and Axeptio.
Remember to categorize Kwanko in your CMP, our Help Center has more
information on this.
Note that the Kwanko IAB ID is 702.

3. Configuring the app

Module installation
Once installed from the Magento Marketplace, the module is available through
the Store > Configuration menu entry :

Module is available under the Kwanko tracking label.
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Sales tracking configuration
Configuration steps for Sales tracking are :

1. Navigate to the Sales tracking configuration page

2. In the “Tracking code” field enter the mclic value provided by Kwanko
This value is mandatory in order to enable sales tracking functionality.

3. In the “First party domain” field, enter your dedicated first party tracking
domain provided by Kwanko.
This is optional and only relevant if your campaign is set up with the
Kwanko First Party option.

4. Set the “Enable tracking” option to true and save the configuration
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Activation check

Once these steps have been completed, your tracking is set up.
Our javascript tracking library embedded in the module will be loaded on each
page of your website in order to catch incoming Kwanko tracking links and
provide tracking methods on the checkout index and success pages.

Example to check the correct activation of our library using the “developer tools”
from browsers:

● embedded javascript tracking library loading :

● first tracking activation from checkout index page :
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PartnerTag configuration
Configuration steps for PartnerTag are :

1. Navigate to the PartnerTag configuration page

2. In the “campaign id” field, enter your Kwanko campaign id.
This value is mandatory in order to enable PartnerTag functionality.

3. In the “Partner domains whitelist”, enter publisher third party domains
linked and provided by Kwanko through your Kwanko account and
triggered through the PartnerTag in order to add them to your CSP
whitelist.

4. Set the “Enable PartnerTag” option to true and save the configuration

Activation check

Once these steps have been completed, your publisher partner tags will be
loaded and triggered from the following pages of your website :

● homepage
● product page
● product category/collection page
● basket page
● checkout success page.
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This can be confirmed in your browser (through a developer tool for example) by
looking for a specific pXXX.js page loaded through our CDN domain
img.metaffiliation.com (where XXX is replaced by the provided campaign id).

Example to check the correct activation of our library using the “developer tools”
from browsers:
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